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1st transnational meeting in Estonia, November 2016

The partners
Here are the five countries that are working together for two yearrs
(2016-2018)
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Slovenia

The first meeting was held form 22 -25 November
2016 in Puka.

Tuesday 22nd November
Meet to school community. Welcome and greetings. Concert.
Presentations of homework (summaries of two
questionnaires).
Dinner in the School lunchroom.
Introduce our entrepreneurship at Puka area.
Visit to local firms.
Wednesday 23rd November
Discussing aims of the project
Visit to local firms at Otepää area.
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Our project aims
Our project aims at developing the entrepreneurship skills of students by means of the
method learning through working, as well as at raising the level of financial competence,
communication and presentation skills, and the ability to work in a team or the so- called
“soft skills”.
The project will present its activities and products mainly in 2017, which is declared a
European year of Entrepreneurship. We want to give our students the best possibilities for
developing their entrepreneurship skills but also to make them face the social realities
motivating them for doing voluntary work.

YP Kymmene. Sangaste Linnas.
Visit the Historic Sangaste Castle.
Lunch in Sangaste Rye House.
Introducing of possibilities of entrepreneurship
and voluntary work in Estonia.
Visiting of Winter Museum at Tehvandi.
Introducing of culture events and sports activities in Estonia.
Discussion aims of the project in the hotel.
Workshop.
Thursday 24th November
Discussion aims of the project. Greece introduces next further meetings.
Trip to Tartu. City tour. Visiting of Estonian National Museum.
Sum up of the three-day meeting in Estonia.
Discussion. Certificate award to the participants.

We will put efforts in cultivating self-awareness towards different people, empathy towards
the ones that suffer and a desire to share the value to help each other. That is why volunteering is the second important point that will be present in our project. If a person is surrounded with models which express an urge for helping others, the chances to adopt these
models are really great.
This is a project which will encourage the study of vocational English language in the sphere
of entrepreneurship by writing a handbook “Successful steps in entrepreneurship” and the
use of English language as a working base with the students from the partner countries.
The fundamental aim of the project, which enlists five schools from five different countries,
is to establish criteria for successful implementation of a given entrepreneurship idea on
the European market.
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Discussion topics: Report everybody’s own work experiences. How a young man/woman, being a student, can
find a job in local community or area? What young people think to be important when they apply for a work?
Official or unofficial working. What taxes are paid in Estonia/ Greece by employees and employers (considering
salary or payment, taxes on wages)? How a young man/
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The Kavala meeting
The Kavala meeting

Sub-theme: “Criteria and assessment features of an entrepreneurial idea”
11:15 - Kick-off with Ice-breaking game.
12:30 - Presentations: “My country, my city, my school” (Estonia)
“My country, my city, my school” (Greece)
“What is entrepreneurship” (Estonia)
“Core principles of entrepreneurship” (Turkey)
14:00 - Lunch-brake.
15:00 - Presentations: “How to start a start-up” (Greece)
Sub-theme:
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 irst Short-Term Student
F
Exchange in Kavala/Greece,
6th-10th March 2017

Sunday 5th March 2017
Arrival day.

Monday 6th March 2017

Amazing experience
All I have to say about this experience, is that was
AMAZING.When I left to Kavala I was very excited,
what a beautiful school trip!!. I liked so much to do
this interesting and awesome experience, because I
enjoyed a lot, met very beautiful and interesting people from different countries and speak a lot of English!!. I never will forget it!!

Official welcome - Greetings at the 1st Workshop Centre of Kavala (1st EK Kavalas). Presentation of the 1st EK Kavalas. Guided tour to the laboratories, workshops and facilities.
Kick-off with Ice-breaking game. Presentations: “My country, my city, my school” (Estonia), “My country, my city, my school” (Greece), “What is entrepreneurship” (Estonia). “Core principles of entrepreneurship” (Turkey), “How to start a start-up” (Greece),
“What is volunteerism” (Slovenia),
“Reasons to
volunteer” (Italy). Presenting proposals
First Short-Term
Student
and choosing the program logo
and poster.
Workshops. Meeting between teachers. TopExchange
in Kavala/Greece,
ics to discuss: evaluation of the
meeting,
evaluation
of the project development, next
6th-10th
March
2017
meetings in Slovenia & Italy. Sub-theme: “Criteria and assessment features of an entrepreneurial idea”

Francesca Di Battista

Tuesday 7th March 2017
Entrepreneurship
ItModels
was a of
great
experience & Volunteering
I saw a lot of beautiful places and I met a lot of new
friends. The best part was that I got to know the culture,
not only the people but also the traditional style of living
and I got to know the food which was really great. I hope
that I can go there again some day.
Krenker, Slovenia
Models of Entrepreneurship Ana
& Volunteering

Models of Entrepreneurship & Volunteering

Visit the Archaeological museum of Kavala. Official welcome by the vice Prefect at Prefecture of Kavala. City centre tour, visit major sights (Castle, Imaret, light house). Let’s
2
Erasmus+
turn ideas to action together! Mind maps. Distinguish: Entrepreneur & entrepreneurship.
MEnV Vocabulary/lexicon (Workshops at school premises).

Wednesday 8th March 2017

Daily excursion-visit to: Mud-baths, Phillipi, Lydia http://pilotherapia.gr Common characteristics of successful entrepreneurs. Creative thinking. What is a business idea? (Workshops at school premises).

Erasmus+

2

Erasmus+
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Voluntary eco-friendly actions

Thursday 9th March 2017

Nikos Lazaridis winnery visit.Visit Cave of Alistrati Walking tour in Drama. Workshops at school premises. Features of a volunteering/entrepreneurship idea. Volunteer21/3/2017
ing
ideas.
On Tuesday 21st March, students and teachers of the 1st Workshop Centre of Kavala (1st
EK Kavalas), cleaned up the Perigiali beach. At the same time, they participated in a topic
related to their Eramsus+ project, by recording a “Mannequin Challenge” short-film for
their voluntary initiative. “Their enthusiasm was such, that they decided to repeat the action on an annual basis.

Friday 10th March 2017

Visit Coco mat industry. Xanthi city, Workshops at school premises. Activities in favour
of local communities. Review and evaluation of the activities. Meeting between teachers. Topics to discuss: Evaluation of the meeting, The project development. Farewell
Dinner & Certificate awards.

Voluntary eco-friendly actions
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Departure
related to their Eramsus+ project, by recording a “Mannequin Challenge” short-film for
their voluntary initiative. “Their enthusiasm was such, that they decided to repeat the action on an annual basis.

Voluntary eco-friendly actions

29/3/2017
Eco-friendly action from Šolski center Slovenj Gradec.
The action is called: I, You, We, for Slovenia - An Old Plastic Bottle for a New Life
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Recycle Day in Puka Secondary School
Recycle Day was held in Puka Secondary School. During the day the students attended in
several workshops where they made different things of waste materials. They used bottles,
paper, clothes, wood waste etc. For example very nice shopping bags were made. Things
made by students were displayed at the end of the school day. The students could test their
creativity making something usable from different materials.
Students also took part in a quiz. The questions were about recycling and environment.
The day was interesting and educating for everybody who took an active part in the events.

My trip to Greece
This spring I was given an interesting offer to participate
in the Erasmus+ project. Initially, we communicated
with other Erasmus+ participants by computer, but then
I received an offer to spend a week in Greece. I agreed,
and so we were off, two teachers and three students.
To be honest I was quite afraid, because this was the first
time for me to travel to such a distant place. But everything was alright and the trip went well. I lived in a family where the children were also involved in the project.
My host family was very nice and friendly to me. We
spent most of our time in Kavala. During the week we
visited a school and went on lots of excursions. On the
first day we had to give a presentation
about
a specific
June 2017,
Issue
1
topic. It was quite hard for me because I had to give the
presentation in a foreign language. We were also greeted
by the mayor of Kavala. When we were on excursions I
noticed how huge and beautiful the mountains of Greece
really are. I also saw a lot of old and interesting ruins. In
the evenings, the family son showed me how the young
people of Greece spend time. At some evenings, I also
watched Greece’s popular TV shows with the family. It
was a very exciting trip.
After the trip I have not yet been
able 2017,
to contact
the famJune
Issue
1
ily, because I have been busy. Although I have sent congratulations to the family son for his birthday. I am very
grateful for this opportunity that was given to me. This is
a unique opportunity for students to see and learn about
other countries and their cultures.
Taavi Eistre
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I really enjoyed my days in Greece
On Sunday 5th March me and my team from Estonia
and other teams from Slovenia, Italy, Turkey arrived
to beautiful and friendly Kavala. Students of different
countries were hosted by local families. I stayed with a
very nice family with one child and they gave me to taste
their national foods.
Next day the local school was introduced to us. Then
we precented our homework. Me and the Greeks intruduced our countries. The Greeks also talked about
how to start start-up business. The Slovenians talked
about volunteerism and the Italians brought up reasons
why to volunteer. Next everybody showed their project
logos.
On Tuesday we were taken to the Archaeological museum of Kavala in the very centre of town. We took the
tour where we saw the fortress, Imaret, the lighthouse
and many other beautiful places. We also visited municipality house and had an official meeting there. For lunch
there was very rich choise of seafood.
Next day we had a tour day to explore entrepreneurship
around that area (spa Krinides, Lydia, Philippos, Philippi town, Philippeia Hotel). On the following day we went
to Lazaridi wine factory, Alistrati caves, Drama town.
On our last day in Kavala we visited COCO-MAT factory, Xanthi town and in the evening all who were involved into the project had been invited to a formal
meeting, where the certificates were handed out. Next
morning we visited a local market. Then we all said our
goodbyes and left to our homelands. I really enjoyed my
days in Greece.
Kadi Prii
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For me Erasmus + was the most beautiful experience that
I have never done. I made new friends that came from
other countries and I spoke English with them. This experience made me grow up mentally and inside as well. I
went to Greece with three friends of mine and my teachers and I was hosted by a very good girl that made me feel
like home, in spite of the difficulty with English. The first
day was a little nervous, the other days i was excited and
days passed very fast. Their school is different from our
because there are many more courses. I ate typical dishes, desserts and Greek yogurt. I spend unforgettable moments, we visited a lot of beautiful places and we had fun.
One of the place that I liked the most was a magnificent
antique cave.During our last day in Greece, the teacher
gave us a photo remember and a certificate of attendance.
The goodbyes were the worst part I remember.I'm still in
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bonds that will preserve it. The day I have had the best
time has been that of the visit to an old castle, from which
it detained him to look at the beauty of the city. The castle
Logo & Poster Competition
was surrounded by blooms and colored trees on which
bracelets were hung, symbolizing the arrival of spring. I
A new website has just been created. Visit it on a regular basis
think
that this experience has enriched my path of
URL:that
http://menv.weebly.com
formation
both
from a personal and a didactic point of
twitter: @MofENV
view. It has allowed me to live unimaginable opportunity,
to compare me with a different style of life from mine, to
recognize my limits of autonomy, "to taste" a new culture,
to compare it with other scholastic realities. For example
their school prepares immediately to work as hairdressers, beauticians, painters, stylists and nurses. I came back
home with new things to tell and to teach, small details
that do the difference.
Francesco Caniglia

Voluntary eco-friendly actions
The Kavala meeting

21/3/2017
On Tuesday 21st March, students and teachers of the 1st Workshop Centre of Kavala (1st
EK Kavalas), cleaned up the Perigiali beach. At the same time, they participated in a topic
related to their Eramsus+ project, by recording a “Mannequin Challenge” short-film for
their voluntary initiative. “Their enthusiasm was such, that they decided to repeat the action on an annual basis.

29/3/2017
Eco-friendly action from Šolski center Slovenj Gradec.
The action is called: I, You, We, for Slovenia - An Old Plastic Bottle for a New Life
Šolski center Slovenj Gradec collects plastic bottles for recycling. This is a part of a National
campaign, which more than 170 Slovenian kindergartens, primary and secondary schools
take part in. Funds for a pediatric hospital are being raised.

Voluntary eco-friendly actions

30/3/2017
Recycle Day in Puka Secondary School
Recycle Day was held in Puka Secondary School. During the day the students attended in
several workshops where they made different things of waste materials. They used bottles,
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Šolski center Slovenj Gradec collects plastic bottles for recycling. This is a part of a National
campaign, which more than 170 Slovenian kindergartens, primary and secondary schools
1/4/2017
take part in. Funds for a pediatric hospital are being raised.
Recycling a thousand of plastic caps and lids, you provide a wheelchair for disabled people
in
Turkey.
30/3/2017
Other
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Day in Puka
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School empty bottles and batteries.

My magic experience
One word to describe this experience: MAGIC. We
have known a new country, new traditions and we
visited beautiful resorts and museums. For the first
time we travelled without our parents and it was a
great test of responsibility. The family that hosted me
was fantastic and kind. We met guys of other countries and it was very important opportunity to speak
English. I would do this experience again another
1000 times. Thanks to my teachers and my friends
for this unforgettable travel. I was lucky to participate to this project.
Ilenia Di Martino

Models of Entrepreneurship & Volunteering

Recycle Day was held in Puka Secondary School. During the day the students attended in
several workshops where they made different things of waste materials. They used bottles,
paper, clothes, wood waste etc. For example very nice shopping bags were made. Things
made by students were displayed at the end of the school day. The students could test their
creativity making something usable from different materials.
Models
Entrepreneurship
Volunteering
Studentsof
also
took part in a quiz.&
The
questions were about recyclingErasmus+
and environment.
The day was interesting and educating for everybody who took an active part in the events.
30/3/2017
Eco friendly action today in Lanciano and Frisa. It was a beautiful summit days and the
students and teachers sent out to clan the area around their school. They found plastic bottles, aluminum cans, cigarette ends etc. They will find a cleaner place tomorrow and will be
more responsible of the environment. At the end of this useful activity, a nice slice of bread
with olive oil for everyone!
1/4/2017
Recycling a thousand of plastic caps and lids, you provide a wheelchair for disabled people
in Turkey.
Other recycling activities are collecting empty bottles and batteries.
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Voluntary
eco-friendly
actions
The
Slovenj-Gradec
meeting
21/3/2017
On Tuesday 21st March, students and teachers of the 1st Workshop Centre of Kavala (1st
EK Kavalas), cleaned up the Perigiali beach. At the same time, they participated in a topic
related to their Eramsus+ project, by recording a “Mannequin Challenge” short-film for
their voluntary initiative. “Their enthusiasm was such, that they decided to repeat the action on an annual basis.

My journey
This year I had the opportunity to travel thanks to
the Erasmus+ project with my teachers Fiorenza
Giancristofaro, Luigia de Luca and Carlo Damiano, with my classmates Marta and Francesca,
and with Siria and Nicola. This journey gave me
the opportunity to find new friends and practice
my English, especially with the family who hosted me. In this experience I have understood how
the solidarity and help people in need, ill or most
unlucky than me, are important. I learned that
our life turns around the friendship, the solidarity and the kindness, and not around the money.
This journey changed me and I grew up. Now I’m
more independent and more responsible. In my
future I want to travel to learn different things,
helping people, to let people know different life
conditions and cultures in other countries around
the world. I will never end to travel learn in my
life, and this is only the start.
Lucia Impicciatore – Nicola Pasquini

29/3/2017 Short-Term
Second
Eco-friendly action from Šolski center Slovenj Gradec.
The action isExchange
called: I, You, We, for
Slovenia - An Old Plastic Bottle for a New Life
Student
in
Šolski center Slovenj Gradec collects plastic bottles for recycling. This is a part of a National
campaign, which more than 170 Slovenian kindergartens, primary and secondary schools
Slovenj-Gradec/Slovenia,
take part in. Funds for a pediatric hospital are being raised.
rd th
3 30/3/2017
-7 April 2017

Recycle Day in Puka Secondary School
Recycle Day was held in Puka Secondary School. During the day the students attended in
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creativity making something usable from different materials.
Secondary School for Nursing in Slovenj Gradec, Slovenia.
Students also took part in a quiz. The questions were about recycling and environment.
The The
topic
of the meeting was “Analysis of the acquired “soft skills”. At the meeting the
day was interesting and educating for everybody who took an active part in the events.
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for greater efficiency of the activities in favour of local communities. In addition, there
was the voluntary initiative with eco focus – »No more plastic bags«, where the stu1/4/2017
dents
signed the pledge not to use plastic bags anymore and they also learned how to
Recycling
a thousand
of plastic
caps and lids, you provide a wheelchair for disabled people
make their durable
shopping
bags.
in Turkey.
Other recycling activities are collecting empty bottles and batteries.

This experience has icreased
my desire to travel and to know
the world
I have never thought of doing this experience
with the school and my friends, it was a trip to
Slovenia, for the first time without my parents. It
wasn’t that simple because we had a lot of responsibilities and we had to speak English all the time.
We had fun and we went sightseeing. We spent all
the evenings with our hosting families. We also
made friends with Greek and Turkish guys. This
experience has increased my desire to travel and
to know the world. So, I will never forget it for
sure.
Drâstaru Francesca

It would be nice for all the students
to take part in this kind of project
I was lucky enough to be able to participate in the
Erasmus + project.At first, I was a bit intimidated
but now I can say that there was no negative aspect in this experience. I met fantastic guys who
wanted to meet new people and I strengthened
the friendships I already had. I have improved
English and I have seen how students in other
countries study, sometimes in much more beautiful school. It would be nice to do it again and it
would be nice for all the students to take part in
this kind of project.
Siria Gnagnarella

Monday 3rd April 2017

• Official opening;
• School Presentations;
• Eco Friendly Initiative – “No More Plastic Bags”.
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The Kavala meeting

Video conferences

IVideo
have
discovered a lot of things
conferences (Skype) are used for the meetings, and
and
aspects
ofinstructions
their character
I
all partners
received
about how tothat
use screen
sharing features in order to present and collaborate on
didn’t
know.
documents during meetings.
Erasmus+ has been a fantastic experience for me because of the people that I have known, for the emotions and for the adventures that I have lived with
my friends. I have discovered a lot of things and aspects of their character that I didn’t know. After this
experience I have felt changed and matured. I think
that I will forget it for my entire life.
Marta Valente

Tuesday 4th April 2017
•
•
•
•

Business Ideas Workshop at the Startup – Business Incubator in Velenje;
Visiting the capital city, Ljubljana.

Wednesday 5th April 2017
Discussion topics: Report everybody’s own work experiences. How a young man/woman, being a student, can
find a job in local community or area? What young people think to be important when they apply for a work?
Official or unofficial working. What taxes are paid in Estonia/ Greece by employees and employers (considering
salary or payment, taxes on wages)? How a young man/
woman, being a student, can help his/her community?
How can they raise funds to donate to charity associacan they do
in case
of natural
catastrophes?
Itions?
metWhat
fantastic
guys
who
wanted
to
How much money can be collected?

meet new people and I strengthened
the friendships I already had.
Logo & Poster Competition

I was lucky enough to be able to participate in the
Erasmus+
project.
I was
A new website
has just At
beenfirst,
created.
Visitaitbit
on intimidated
a regular basis
but
I can say that there was no negative aspect
URL:now
http://menv.weebly.com
twitter:
in
this @MofENV
experience. I met fantastic guys who wanted
to meet new people and I strengthened the friendships I already had. I have improved English and
I have seen how students in other countries study,
sometimes in much more beautiful school. It would
be nice to do it again and it would be nice for all the
students to take part in this kind of project.
Siria Gnagnarella

•
•

Visit of the Postojna Cave;
A tour around Piran.

Sub-theme: “Criteria and assessment features of an entrepreneurial idea”
11:15 - Kick-off with Ice-breaking game.
12:30 - Presentations: “My country, my city, my school” (Estonia)
“My country, my city, my school” (Greece)
“What is entrepreneurship” (Estonia)
“Core principles of entrepreneurship” (Turkey)
14:00 - Lunch-brake.
15:00 - Presentations: “How to start a start-up” (Greece)
“What is volunteerism” (Slovenia)
th
Thursday
April(Italy)
2017
“Reasons to 6
volunteer”

•
•
•

Presentation of the Business Incubator Competition results;
Getting to know the Nursing profession in practice;
Farewell festivity and certificates.

Friday 7th April 2017
•
•
•

Visiting “Gorenje” factory
Velenje Castle
Coal Mining Museum in Velenje

“Just, go”
If you ask “what is your opinion about “Erasmus+”
projects?”, my answer will be “Just, go”.
First and foremost, it is sure that you will have fun.
You will travel to countries, you will meet new people and why not, you will make new friends.
The Greek student participants, last year in Slovenia, were really excited about trip to Slovenj Gradec.
Prior our visit I couldn’t sleep until I got there. I’ve
met great people, made friends and I had the chance
to learn new things from them.
Nikoli Anna

Models of Entrepreneurship & Volunteering

Next meetings:

• Lanciano/Italy October 2017
• Istanbul/Turkey April 2018
See you there!!!
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